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Javelin throw technique training

To achieve the maximum distance, the jaehole should be tossed, the athlete must balance three components - speed, technique and strength. The information on this page is for a right-handed pitcher. Throwing the jae is available in the following phases: Start Carry Withdrawal in the Pre-Shipment Step Delivery Recovery Basic Technique Please note that the figure is a left-
handed pitcher. Work from left to right of the above standing throw picture series: The weight must be above the back leg Hip forward The foot must be in line with the direction of throwing The throwing arm held parallel to the ground, long and calm in the palm topmost height The back leg is driven by the hips to the front, transfer the weight from the back of the front leg The arm
brought the fast and last the elbow should be held high and close to the head , the jae is thrown on top of the head The grip gets a strong and stable grip. The handle should remain solid behind the ledge, which was brought by the bandage (cable), and the jarely should drain down the length of the palm and not on it. Fingers, which are not fixed above the bandage, should firmly
press the jaunt to create a natural rotation at the time of release. The V grip (C) is probably the most effective for the starting pitcher, as it emphasizes the supporting role of the palm. Grip B is one used by most experienced pitchers. Start and Carry The aim is to carry the jag so that the muscles of the right shoulder, arm and wrist can relax and allow it to operate smoothly. Stand
on right foot forward Carry the javelin over the shoulders or head right elbow point forward The palm of the right-hand points in the sky to the platform of the javelly to sit on the Javelin points in the direction of the run-up - point slightly down Approach Run Experienced pitchers will use their approach runs 13-17 steps - inexperienced pitchers will use fewer paces. Run the balls
from the leg hips high Free arm swing more of the whole body carrying arm flex to maintain carry position at jae speed to match the athlete's physical and technical abilities undo the goal is that withdrawal movement does not affect the athlete's momentum. The check mark indicates the beginning of the withdrawal phase, which starts with the right foot and lasts for two steps. With
the check mark, the athlete accelerates in front of the jag rather than physically pushing the shoulders and jag back head still facing the direction of the toss Keep his hips at right angles to the direction of the running Drive with his right foot forward and upwards to help maintain the correct position of the hip transition The goal is the transition phase, also known as the cross-over,
to place his right leg in front of the athlete's center of gravity to produce the characteristic inclinationback. This should be achieved by move the right foot forward and not lean back. The right leg stays close to the ground, to maintain the forward momentum Right heel in contact with the ground The left foot of the right foot moves forward in front of the vertical axis to be ready for a
fast plant after the right foot has landed - the torso leans back at an angle of about 115° in the forward horizontal direction The crossover phase ends when the right foot comes into contact with the ground and the left foot is forward in the air Pre-delivery step The left foot reaches forward Shoulder &amp; hip now in accordance with the direction of the toss The athlete waits for the
ground to come up and meet the left foot Trunk straight towards the head direction throw Shoulders and jae parallel throwing hand above the level of the shoulder Delivery after contact with the left foot of the ground , the left side must climb up the pushing right foot action Right foot leads upwards and forward brings the hips 90° in the direction of throwing The hip thrust follows
the shoulder and chest turning space in the front and lining up the hips and leaving the elbow of the pitching arm forward The pitcher's shoulder brought over his left leg The left leg should be raised as the athlete rides on it, and the throwing arm now comes to play Arm strikes quickly with the elbow high and near the center line The release angle (angle of horizontal and jae) of the
jaerely should be taken into account aerodynamic lift and pull. Restoration The left leg remains grounded and the right leg is brought next to it to stop the athlete. The amount of space required to stop before the scratch line depends on the amount of horizontal momentum. It is usually 1.5-2 meters. The check mark must be set to achieve optimal distance on the runway. Skill drills
Running without activities Javelin Constant speed Acceleration Laterally Repeated crossovers mixed with normal runner Somehow low obstacles between each step running activities the Javelin Constant speed The acceleration Repeated crossovers mixed with normal running More than low obstacles between each step Repeated subtraction throwing drills can be carried out with
a drug ball , Javelin or strap ball Optimal distance The distance achieved in javelin distance depends on three parameters : from the angle of release of the jae-throwing light from the speed of the jae thrower The parameter having the greatest impact on the speed of the jae thrower at the potential distance is the speed of jae release. Optimal release angle Using ballistics, the
same initial speed is applied to the projectile, regardless of the projection angle. Research (Bartonietz 1995)[2] has shown that athletes cannot throw at the same speed at all the angle increases, so the speed decreases. This decrease in speed results in two factors: Since the angle increases the athlete needs to devote more energy to overcoming the weight of the jae, and thus
less effort is available to develop the release rate of the jae the structure of the body favors the throwing in the horizontal direction each athlete has a unique combination of release speed and release angle, which depends on the size, strength, and throwing technique, which means that each athlete has its own specific optimal release angle. According to Bartonietz (2000)[1], the
optimum release angle for the world-class jae thrower is perhaps 33°± 7°. Specifications The jae weight specification depends on gender and age. No\Age 11-12 13-14 15-16 17-19 20-34 Male 400 grams 600 grams 700 grams 800 grams 800 grams Female 400 grams 500 grams* 500 grams* 600 grams 600 grams * British Athletics Changes in implementations 20 14 No\Age 35-
4 9 50-59 60-69 70-79 80+ Men's 800 grams 700 grams 600 grams 500 grams 400 grams Women's 600 grams 500 grams 400 grams 400 grams Training programs The training program should be developed to meet the individual needs of the athlete, and take into account a number of factors: no, age, strengths, weaknesses, objectives, training facilities, etc. Since every athlete
has different needs, a single program that is suitable for all athletes is not possible. Training Pathway Athletes in the event group stage The following is an annual training program for suitable athletes in the Event Group Development phase: General launch Training Program for athletes in the event stage The following example is a special annual training program suitable for
athletes in the event development phase: Evaluation tests The following evaluation tests can be used, To monitor the athlete's development: Competition rules Competition rules are available for this event: International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF British Association Association) K. (2000) Javelin threw an approach to performance development. In: ZATSIORSKY, V.
(2000) Biomechanics of Sport, Oxford, Blackwell Science, pp. 401-434 BARTONIETZ, K. and BARTONIETZ, A. (1995) Throwing events at the World Athletics Championships in 1995, Goteborg - Technique of the world's best athletes, Part 1:shot putt and hammer throwing. New studies in athletics, 10 (4), pp. 43-63 Page Reference If you cite information on this site about his
work, you can link to this page as follows: MACKENZIE, B. (2002) Javelin [WWW] Accessed: [Pages available related to the following Sports Coach pages for more information on this topic: Related books The following books contain more information on this topic: JONES, M. (1986) How to teach the launch. England, British Amateur Board JOHNSON, C. (1987) Javelin pitch.
England, British Amateur Athletics Council 6 Mistakes Athletes should avoid during the recruitment process from an early stay to staying smart on social media, there are plenty of things an athlete needs to handle correctly during the recruitment process. Remember, sometimes what you don't say is just as important as what you do. Go to coach Rob Lasorsa, M-F AthleticGrip-A
japar lies on the palm of your hand. - You always have to turn the palm up. - The jae is having a good time and is safe in your hand. Three ways to hold a jae:1. He grabbed the cable from the thumb and forefinger (American Style). 2. Grabbed the cable between the thumb and middle finger (Finnish style). The index finger can be wrapped towards the tail of the jaehole or around
the jaehole. 3. Grabbed the cable between the index and the middle finger (Fork Style). Learning to Pull Over the Top Sitting throws a jae or weighted ball: In a chair, chair or box the athlete sits down placing both feet firmly on the ground. The back should stay straight. With a jae throw or weighted ball in the bowler's hands, the athlete pulls the pitching arm straight back. The non-
throwing arm should be extended in the direction of the throw, and the shoulders should turn back about 90 degrees to keep the athlete in a comfortable position. The pitching hand should be slightly above the throwing moat. From this position, the athlete throws the ball or the jae. Emphasis should be placed on pulling over the top as the throwing elbow comes through a level that
is higher than the throwing shoulder. The ball or jae must be released at the point above the head. A non-pitcher's hand should be allowed to come toward a non-throwing shoulder, but be careful not to pull too aggressively on the non-pitching arm because it causes more than rotation of the shoulders causing the pitching arm to drop and the need to finally throw a sidearm
delivery. Crossover progress to block (without Javelin)1. Front leg plant drill: The focus is pushing the hips upwards and over a straight front leg by extending and rotating the hind legs and hips.2. Cross and grip drill: The focus is on crossing and landing when the weight is on a bent hind leg and the hind leg lands in an active position.3. Cross - Catch - Front Leg Plant Drill: Focus
on driving the hind legs and hips as the plant's feet come into contact with the ground. Crossover (with javelin)1. Step Throw (1 step and crossover) 2. Step Throw (3 steps and crossover)Focus points during crossover: a. Do not arc back b. Push vigorously down the front leg of the c. crossing Fold back knee forward as the front leg begins to crossover d. The hips and legs must
remain on the front side. Hold the front shoulder the jag slightly above ear height and above the throwing shoulder. The jae must be in a parallel position to the ground or, depending on the pitcher's comfort, slightly downward or upwards. Disadvantage1. Walk to the Downside Drill 2. Running is the downside of DrillEmphasis at the following points: a. The throwing hand must face
up. B. Draw a javelna in a straight line so that the hand remains above the shoulder blade. c. Try not to change the running style (the legs, hips and head still have to face the direction of throwing during the handicap). d. The disadvantage must occur before the crossover begins. Delivery Discussed the landing on the back leg during a crossover. Since the back foot landing the
plant leg should be shot straight from the front. As this happens, the hind leg needs to be vigorously extended as the hind leg turns, driving the hips forward. Driving his back foot as the front foot comes toward the front, forcing the pitcher to create a wide base on delivery, giving the pitcher more time to apply force at last. The foot of the plant leg should come off heel first and the
pitcher should drive to the hips and over a straight plant leg. This will cause a bow-like action or reverse C position at the point immediately before starting the arm strike. It is important to recognize that this bow position is the result of the hind leg vigorously driving the hips upwards and plant feet, and not leaning back forward for transportation. Leaning back causes the pitcher's
plant leg to come down late, which in turn causes the pitcher to pull off the axis of the jae and not apply forces to the jaehole in the right direction. Once the back leg is fully stretched, the arm blow occurs. At this point the athlete pulls the jae hard at the top of the head, leading to the elbow. The elbow should come through at a higher level than the pitching shoulder and the jag
should be released above the pitcher's head. A non-throwing hand should be allowed to come toward a non-throwing shoulder as the release occurs. Emphasis should be placed on pulling over the point of the jae during the arm strike. Javelin conditioning drillsSpecial strengthening exercises1. Transport drill with weight in the throwing hand. 2. Hand drill with two hand held
weights. 3. Transfer drill weight held in both hands. 4. Cross Over the weight of held hips. Arm Conditioning Drill – Weighted Ball Drum Basically a pitcher wants to start throwing a weighted ball heavier than a jae (1,000-1,300 grams for men and 800 to 950 grams for women) during the off-season and slowly passing the ball lighter than jae (600-700 grams for men and 400-500
grams for women) until pre-season weeks after the race season). These ball throws should be put on a chair, in a stationary throwing position, and 3&amp;5 step approaches. This develops the strength of the arm, making the athlete less susceptible to injury, and the athlete also increases the speed of throwing. Hip flexibility and mobility1. Cariocas, 2. Quarter and a half EaglesA
founder and president of the National Drum Coaches Association (NTCA), Coach Rob Lasorsa has plenty of technical knowledge to share with coaches. He made several DVDs and wrote five books about the pitch. He's the former head track coach at Kent State University.DVDs Rob Lasorsa • Come Javelin Throw Practice • Come discus practice • Come with rotational Shot Put
Practice • Come Glide Shot Put Practice
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